2019 H2 Market Insights

Startup
Hiring
Overview
The good news is that there is a lot of activity among
VCs, incubators, seed funds and angel investors that
continues to fuel the Singapore startup ecosystem. This
is also positive news for candidates looking to make a
move to a high growth startup or to make the leap from
a corporate role into something more entrepreneurial.
The ﬂip side of this is that the presence of more startups
in the marketplace poses a challenge for employers, and
finding talent across industries becomes more difficult.
Candidates tend to have higher expectations of
potential employers with multiple offers to choose
from. They command higher salaries and often
expect exciting projects immediately to broaden their
experience. It’s not really the workplace frills that attract
candidates. They seek professional development and
the opportunity to work in a culture of innovation, two
factors that talent feel are lacking in corporate roles. The
chance to work alongside founders building interesting
products that solve important problems attracts the
highest levels of interest among the startup talent pool.
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Strong Technology Focus in Startups
Hiring in startups focuses on technology roles in the early stages as the platform or application is developed. This means that
macro trends from the tech industry have a knock-on effect to the startup community: if there is corporate demand for front-end
developers that will affect the supply of front-end developers to startups and will drive salary demands higher. Throughout 2019, we
anticipate a continued high demand for technology talent in Singapore.
Early stage startups want their tech teams to be based in Singapore but may find that funding requires them to offshore their
capabilities during early investment rounds. This may not be the ideal situation long term but the cost and availability of talent in
Singapore means that startups are looking to India, Vietnam and further afield for offshore support. A large majority of startups
have a senior tech role such as a CTO based in Singapore managing a tech team that is partially or wholly remote. Top tech talent in
Singapore expect salary increases of at least 10% to 20% when moving roles, which can price them out of the startup market.

Attracting Top Talent to Startups
As recruitment for startups has become more difficult over the last 6 months, it’s becoming particularly hard to attract top level
talent. Startups are facing stiff competition from established organisations offering better salary packages, greater scale and even
more interesting work. Startups have to be creative when it comes to attracting talent with perks other than salary.
Odd as it might seem in our Little Red Dot, given that no one really lives too far from the office, workplace location is key in hiring
and while startup talent might not demand ping pong tables and fully stocked snack bars, they do want to work near where they live
The hiring process itself can also be a major draw or off-puting for candidates. Talent can react negatively when they don’t get
timely feedback on their interviews and candidate tests. Interviewing is always a chance for a company to impress candidates with
their brand values; startup candidates tend to be more serious than others about the qualitative feedback to their submissions and
will judge a company on how timely and relevant the feedback is.
In a candidate-driven market, when a candidate has other offers on the table, hiring managers need to adopt an understanding
attitude, get in fast with offers but don’t pressure candidates when they are waiting for multiple offers before making a decision.
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• Over the last 6 months, talented Software Engineers have
been in demand. Experienced candidates in full stack, frontend, back-end or mobile development are highly sought after.
• Companies continue to seek experienced software engineers
and DevOps engineers, as well as data scientists, cloud
and Big Data specialists. Those in these roles can expect
competitive remuneration.
• The hiring outlook for talented developers across a myriad
of programming languages will continue to remain positive.
Development languages which are in high demand include
Node.js, Java, Python and Go for back-end, and ReactJS,
AngularJS and VueJS for front-end developers.
• As part of their transformation journey, companies continue
to build out scalable public cloud infrastructure platforms and
correspondingly, they will look to hire Infrastructure DevOps
Engineers to drive these projects.
• In addition to the developers themselves, we see a constant
demand for senior roles such as CTOs, VPs of engineering,
and team leads.
• Additional hot roles right now include data scientist and
analytics roles; this space is highly competitive, candidates
always have another offer on the table so be ready to
move fast.

• Hot industries and domains include Cybersecurity, Big Data
and anything related to AI and Machine Learning and SaaS;
within these sectors, in addition to tech talent, we are also
seeing demand for sales and business development roles.
• Mid-level product managers with a tech background are sought
after but salaries tend to be too low to create demand within
the candidate pool.
• In terms of regional scope, once a Singapore based startup
has established themselves here, Indonesia and Thailand tend
to be the first focus markets. Sales and business development
within those markets are where the hiring begins.
• Note that sales and business development salary offers are
generally on the low side but the candidates are in high demand
• Startups are often holding back on marketing hires or looking
for a junior Growth Marketing Manager to do it all, rather than
looking for a CMO or Head of Product. Our advice is that an allround marketer is the best first hire but there has to be trade
off; hiring based on attitude rather than experience is a riskier
approach but more likely to deliver early results before the
company is ready to hire a senior marketer like CMO.
• The best time to hire a CMO is before a compelling event, in
order to drive success in that event such as major funding
rounds, sale of the company or IPOs. Before that the startup
will be more successful investing in sales and engineering, with
marketing best executed by an earlier in career growth hacker.
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Overall
Outlook
As we move into the second half of 2019, it is likely that
professionals with backgrounds in cloud computing, Big
Data and open source technologies will continue to be
snapped up by banks and financial services firms, which
has a knock-on effect within the startup ecosystem. As
more firms push their digital agenda and with a limited
talent pool, experts within these areas have been
commanding higher than average salary increments.
This is going to make it harder for startups to compete.
But compete they will, because Singapore is fast
cementing its reputation as the key Asia Pacific hub
for startups. With a critical mass of VCs angel investors
and PEs, government support in the form of tax and
grant incentives, Singapore is the first choice for
many startups to begin their initial operations. Legal
transparency, administrative efficiency and excellent
infrastructure all combine to make Singapore the Silicon
Valley of the East, which both attracts high calibre of
credible talent and drives demand for the same.
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